A Description of the process
Let K be a topological class. The spectrum Spec (K) of K is the class of cardinal numbers K such that any topology on a set of power K lies in K. For example, any topology on a finite set must be compact; and any infinite set supports noncompact topologies. Thus Spec ({compact spaces})= to. Other spectra can be computed quite readily, such as Spec ({connected spaces})= 2(= {0, 1}), and Spec ({perfect spaces})= 1. Now let K be a class of spaces and define Anti (K) to be the class of spaces X such that whenever Y c X, Y K ifflYI Spec (K). Thus X Anti (K) iff the only subspaces of X which are in K are those which "have to be" on account of their cardinalities. Clearly Anti (K) is always hereditary. Remark.
(1.1) shows that not every hereditary class need be of the form Anti (K). In a private communication, B. Scott has proved the following (the proof to appear elsewhere) Theorem: Let L be a hereditary class. Then L is not of the form Anti (K) iff there is an n < to with n Spec (L) and X L for all spaces X of power at least n + 1. Moreover if L is of the form Anti (K) then K can be chosen to have empty spectrum; and if L contains spaces of all cardinalities then K can be taken to be the complement of L.
The reader can easily check that Anti ({connected spaces}) {totally disconnected spaces}, Anti ({perfect spaces}) {scattered spaces}, and Anti ({compact spaces})={pseudofinite spaces}. Other "anti-classes" are easy to compute as well.
We mention some of the general properties of the operation Anti (.). The proofs are straightforward.
PROPOSITION. (i) If K L then Spec (K) Spec (L).
(ii) If K L and Spec (K) Spec (L) then Anti (K) Anti (L). Anti (K) and Anti (L) can be unrelated, however.
(iii) Anti (.) is not idempotent.
Proof. (i) This is obvious.
(ii) Let K, L be as in the hypothesis, with X Anti (K). Let Y X be (v) Anti (K) is always hereditary, so use (iv).
In the remainder of this paper we will concentrate on Anti (K) where K is one of the properties "compact", "sequentially compact", "Lindel6f".
1.3 PROPOSITION. (i) If X is anti-Lindel6f, anti-(sequentially compact), and T2 then X is anticompact.
(ii) If X is anticompact and T1 then X is anti-(path connected).
(iii) Anticompactness and anti-Lindelffness are implicationally unrelated.
(iv) [12] Let us now look at two important sources of anticompact examples, the P-spaces and the MI-spaces. X is a P-space if intersections of countably many open sets are open. A P-space which is also T must be anticompact since countable subsets are always dosed discrete. As far as existence is concerned, these spaces are quite common and there are many ways of systematically constructing them (see [2] , [3] , [4], [11] , [13] , [14] , also 3).
In [11] Misra constructs a connected T2 P-space, so again connectedness and anticompactness co-occur in the presence of the Hausdorff axiom. The inevitable question then is whether there are any regular connected anticompact spaces. R # is well-known to be nonregular. Moreover no regular P-space with more than one point is connected since, as can be seen in [2] , [11] , such spaces are always strongly zero-dimensional.
This brings us to our second source, namely the MI-spaces of Hewitt [7] . X is an MI-space if it is perfect, Hausdorff, and "sub-maximal" in the sense of [5] , i.e. every dense subset is open. There are several ways of constructing these spaces (see [1] , [5] , [7] , [9] , [10] ); and in [1] Anderson gives a uniform way of constructing connected examples. To complete the picture, Kirch [9] shows that MI-spaces are anticompact. To the best of our knowledge, however, it is an open question whether a connected MI-space can be regular.
As a side remark, the space R # is neither a P-space nor an MI-space. For on the one hand each of its points is a Gs; and on the other hand, R # is "resolvable" into a disjoint union of two dense subsets (see [7] ).
With the above ample introduction aside, we now answer our "inevitable" question in the affirmative with the following offering. This example owes its beginnings to an elightening conversation with E. K. van [15] ).
(ii) There are exp (c) infinite closed subsets of A*, and each has exp (c) points (again, see [15] ).
(iii) If X is any connected T1 space and p X is a cutpoint of X then there are disjoint nonempty open sets U, V in X with U to V X-{p} and U to {p}, V tO {p} connected (see Ward [16] Proof. This is proved in [2] for D a h-regular ultrafilter. The proof for arbitrary h-regular D is identical. Remark. The argument in (3.5) deafly requires that the countably complete filter D be an ultrafilter and that the spaces X be Hausdorff (as opposed to Ta for -box products and w-regular reduced products). The inequality IXl-<exp (exp (d(X))) fails for T spaces since the cofinite topology on any set is separable T. 3.7 Problem. Do all reduced products preserve anticompactness? An interesting special case to consider might be whether the countably complete filter generated by the dosed unbounded subsets of [0, tOl) preserves anticompactness. Judging by the special properties of countably complete ultrafilters which we had to use in proving (3.5), it seems likely that a counterexample awaits discovery here. Then range (F) is a discrete subset of l-Il (2) (i.e. F is an "tOl-Cauchy sequence" in the sense of Sikorski (see [13] , [14] )), and it has precisely one limit point, namely the zero sequence. Thus range (F)tA {zero sequence} is a copy of the modified ordinal space ([0, to]),, which itself is uncountable Lindel6f.
(ii) A box product of countably many anti-Lindel/Sf P-spaces is antiLindel6f. For again look at the proof of (3.2 We leave the subject with the obvious question implied by (4.11), namely:
4.12 Problem. Decide whether free ultrafilters on the integers (as examples of to-regular but not to-regular ultrafilters) yield preservation of anti-Lindel6fness for T2 spaces.
